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ON DIFFEORMORPHISMS OF A HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLD 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a complete connected Riemannian manifold of dimension n. We denote 
by d(x, y) the distance between two points x and y of M, and by i(x) the injectivity 
radius at, x. If d(x, y) < i(x), then there exists a unique geodesic connec.ting x and 
y. Hence, if f is a diffeomorphism of M that satisfles the condition 
(*) d(x, f(x)) < i(x), for all x ~E M, 
then f is smoothly homotopic to the identity. 
We shall investigate when a diffeomorphism of M that sa,tisfies (*) is smoothly 
isotopic to the identity. We will have the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. Let A,f be a compact, connected and oriented RiemaT?'nian man~fold 
with constant curvature -1, and f an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism that 
satisfies the condition (*). Set W(x) = exp~If(x). If max IVvT~/j ~ I holds for 
any x e M and any unit tangent vector v at x, then f is smoothly isotopic to the 
id entity. 
As an immediatc consequence , ~ve have 
Corollary 1. Let M be as in the theorem. Then the group of 07~ientation-preserving 
diffeomorph,isms of M is locally contractible. 
The local contractibility of the group of diffeomorphisms of hyperbolic spaces 
has been st,udied by Earle and Eells for 2-dimensional case, and by Hat,cher for 
3-dimensiona=1 ca,se, cf. Thurston[3], in differ'ent wa,ys. 
2. OUTLINE OF TI{E PROOF 
Let Arf be a complete, connec',t,ed smoot,h R.iemannia,n manifold oi' dimension n(Z 
2). The rea,dcrs refer to t,he book [l] for Riemannia,n geomet,ric'. l'n'at,erials. Letf be 
a diffeomor'phism of AI that satisfies the c,ondition (*) in t,he introduc.tion. Then we 
have a vGc'.t,or field T4r on M defined bv 
W(x) = exp,1(f(x)) 
for x c M. It is ~vell-defined since expx : { v c TXM : Ivj < i(~';)} -> M is 
injective. Let, x e M be a point wit,h f(x) ~ x, and c : [O, Ij > Af the unique 
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lengt,h. For a unit, tangent, vector v at, x, Iet, a : (-e, e) -> M be a smoot.h c',urvc ~vit,h 
a(O) = x and (~(O) = v. ¥iVe consider a varia,tion of c, F : [O, I] x (-e, e) x TxA[ -> 
A,f defined by F(t, s; v) = expa(s) tT~/(a(s)), where T4/(ai(s)) = exp~!s)(f(a(s))). ¥Ve 
see that, 
Y (t) := aF(t, s;v) _ (dFt)x(v) 
as s=0 
is the Jac.obi field a,long c. Also 
dF(O, s; v) _ v 
as s=0 
and aF(1, s : v) _ (df)x(v). 
as s=0 
Since [dldt, dlds] = O, it follows that VdYv(O) = VvT'V, where V denotes the covari-
ant derivat,i¥re. 
The above observation and the inverse function t,heorem yield the following: 
Let M be a complete connected Riemannian ITLanifold with const,ant cur¥rature 
-1, and f a, diffeomorphism of M that sat,isfles the condition (*). Set W(x) = 
exp,1 f(x). Suppose that max IVvWl ~ I holds for any x c M and any unit tangent 
vector v at x, where IVI denote the noru of V. Define Ft : M -H, M by Ft(x) = 
expxtW(x). Then Ft is a local diffeomorphism for ea,ch t, where Fo = identity a,nd 
F1 = f. 
The a,bove result gives us a local infonnation about diffeomorphisms on M. Ap-
plying this, together with topological considerat,ion, we obta,in the theorem in the 
introduct,ion. The detail will appear elsewhere. 
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